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Dear SIT Alumni,

Not so long ago you were selected as one of the
successful 15 finalists of the Social Innovation
Tournament and you have started a journey
with us. More than prizes, your venture become
a member of the SIT Alumni Network. This
means that all people working in your project
can benefit from our initiatives.

The SIT Alumni network helps you build
connections across sectors and countries with
no boundaries. The SIT Alumni network helps
you scale the impact of your project. As a
member, you have the opportunity to expand
your professional network. You benefit from
numerous learning opportunities, participate in
conferences and other events, learn about
training and funding opportunities, share your
successes with fellow alumni, and you can apply
for small grants (SITolarships) to further your
project. 

All the opportunities are available on the SIT
Alumni website. The website is regularly
updated so we advise you to consult it on a
regular basis. This catalogue will summarize and
highlight all the opportunities you can access
this year. So seat, relax and enjoy what we bring
you.

LUISA FERREIRA
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IMPACT MEASUREMENT AND
MANAGEMENT (IMM)

IES STRATEGIC AND FINANCIAL
PLANNING PROGRAMME

2.FINANCIALS FOR IMPACT

SIT Alumni can now apply to attend the 2nd
edition of an exclusive course organised in
partnership with IES-Social Business School (IES-
SBS).
This online training course includes pre-recorded
videos, live and one-to-one follow-up sessions. It
will consist of four modules. The live sessions and
videos will be provided from 3 October to 23
November 2022. The individual follow-up
sessions will be held from November to March
2023, according to availability.

Applications close on 15 September 2022,
23:59 (CEST).

1. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND
IMPACT MANAGEMEN

WWW.

4. TALENT MANAGEMENT

3. BUSINESS PLAN AND
INVESTMENT ASSESSMENT

Impact measurement and management (IMM)
remains a significant challenge for social
entrepreneurs around the world. The EIB
Institute and inFocus Consulting are partnering
again in 2022 to offer the SIT Alumni (2022
cohort) e-learning courses on impact
measurement and management (IMM), delivered
in three levels. 
(I) Introduction, (II) Foundation, and (III) Builder
courses are available only for SIT 2022 Alumni -
for completion you can follow the course at your
own pace and join a 90-minute group tutorial. An
automated assessment follows at the end of
each learning objective. Each of the levels
includes a practical one-page guide and
workbooks. 

You can contact us to get more information. 

IMM ADVANCED TRAINING

IMM TRAINING IMPACT

https://institute.eib.org/2022/07/strategic-and-financial-planning-programme-2nd-edition/
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Discover how you can lift people. It all starts and
ends with you. 
Finding your voice as a transformational leader
means understanding yourself on a level you may
never have explored.
You can go on this journey and apply to attend
the 2nd edition of an exclusive e-training: “A
Journey in Transformational Leadership”
(formerly called Designing Your Leadership Style),
delivered by Kim Van Niekerk, a top
communication coach.
This is a 10-week online course for a very
restricted group of 10 participants who will
explore how they inspire performance,
commitment, self-confidence, active involvement,
job satisfaction, loyalty and more in their teams.
 

Applications close on 15 September 2022,
23:59 (CEST).

NEUROSCIENCE

FOCUS

E-TRAINING

LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
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A JOURNEY IN TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP 

YOUR STATE

EMOTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

STABILITY & INTEGRITY

ACCESS CALM

YOUR MOJO

SHIFT YOUR STATE

YOUR VOICE
YOUR JOURNEY
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https://institute.eib.org/2022/07/a-journey-in-transformational-leadership-2nd-edition/
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VISIBILITY AND
NETWORKING

WWW.

The SIT Alumni Meeting will take place on       
 30 September in Vienna, Austria, the day
after the SIT 2022 Pitching Competition -
Grand Finale. Besides attending all the SIT
2022 events, if you apply to the SIT Alumni
meeting, you can choose to attend workshops
such as Refocus; Resilience; Precious Plastic
and Nature Reconnection. All that amongst a
vibrant networking atmosphere and a
beautiful city. The Institute covers travel and
accommodation expenses for one person per
selected impact venture.

Applications are open until 11 August only
to 2012-2021 SIT Finalists. Available places
will be given on a first come base. Email us
to institute@eib.org

The EVPA Annual Conference will take place
in Brussels, Belgium on 1-2 December 2022.
Eight to ten SIT Alumni will showcase their
innovative solutions at a session organised by
the Institute.
Registrations and free passes will be
announced closer to the date.

SIT 2022 FINAL EVENT AND
SIT ALUMNI MEETING

EVPA 18TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

https://institute.eib.org/sit-alumni/opportunities/key-dates-and-deadlines/


Through our partnership with the
Microfinance Center (MFC) you have access
to a series of webinars on advanced topics
of social media, leadership, and other
technical topics.

The Solar Impulse Foundation "1000+
efficient and profitable solutions" initiative,
attributes a label to profitable solutions
with a positive impact on the environment
in the fields of water, energy, smart city,
mobility, industrial innovation, agriculture
and circular economy. Solutions become
qualified for further support from investors,
resources and potential business
opportunities. 

The EIB Institute partners with WeChangers,
an online community platform that enables
people and communities to come together
and collaborate effectively, at scale. You can
create your account and access to exclusive
content on the SIT Alumni Channel.

SIT Alumni can participate in the Amazon
World Service (AWS) Activate Programme.
AWS provides start-ups with the services
needed to scale and grow any size business.
Upon applying for AWS, SIT Alumni are
eligible for $10 000 in AWS Promotional
Credit valid for 2 years; 1 year of AWS
Business Support (up to $5 000) and access
to the AWS Technical and Business
Essentials training ($600 value per course).
Additionally you get 80 credits for Self-
Paced Labs ($80 value).

SOLAR IMPULSE
FOUNDATION

WECHANGERS

MICROFINANCE CENTER 

PARTNERSHIPS

WWW.

AWS ACTIVATE PROGRAMME
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https://www.wechangers.org/en
https://sitalumni.wechangers.org/en/people/sign_in
https://sitalumni.wechangers.org/en/channels/53
https://aws.amazon.com/activate/benefits/training/
http://aws.amazon.com/training/self-paced-labs/
https://institute.eib.org/sit-alumni/resources/partnership/
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The European Venture Philanthropy
Association (EVPA) enables venture
philanthropists and social investors to
maximise societal impact through increased
resources, collaboration and expertise. Every
year, since 2017 we organise a showcase of
Alumni that have attended the Scaling Impact
Executive Education Programme. 

EVPA 

PARTNERSHIPS

https://evpa.eu.com/


The SIT Alumni have access to a network
of experts from the EIB Group (European
Investment Bank and European
Investment Fund). Our colleagues are
highly skilled professionals and experts
working in different fields such as legal,
accounting, finance, HR management,
translation, IT, web-development, etc.
And now, they would like to dedicate
some time to helping social
entrepreneurs scale their impact! 

EIB GROUP EXPERTS
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CUORA CONSULTANCY
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SITOLARSHIPS OF €5 000 SIT Alumni can benefit from small grants
of €5 000 for any services or activities
that would benefit the venture
(conferences, training programmes,
investors’ fairs, networking exercises,
consultancy, etc.). 

SIT Alumni can benefit from the services
of Cuora Consulting, a pro-bono
management consultancy whose
members are talented university
students and young professionals. Cuora
Consulting has two hubs: one in Milan
with students from Bocconi, Cattolica
and Politecnico and one in Luxemburg
supported by the Luxemburg School of
Business, initiated by Global Shapers
Luxembourg. Their clients are non-profit
organizations, NGOs and social
enterprises. Milan hub consulting
services may last for approximately 3 to
4 months. 

Call of interest will open soon.

EXCLUSIVE RESOURCES

WWW.
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https://www.eib.org/en/index.htm
https://www.eif.org/
https://cuora.consulting/
https://institute.eib.org/sit-alumni/resources/
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Get to know and connect with an expert.

EIB GROUP EXPERTS
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Fill out the application form on the website and send it to institute@eib.org.

EIB GROUP EXPERTS
WWW.

https://institute.eib.org/sit-alumni/resources/eib-experts/
mailto:institute@eib.org
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SIT ALUMNI KEY DATES

DO NOT MISS A THING 
WWW.

https://institute.eib.org/sit-alumni/opportunities/key-dates-and-deadlines/

